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Abstract. A conventional movie watching method is to view movies in front of 
a large screen such as theaters. Conventional presenting images in fixed posi-
tion have a problem that it is easy for audiences to lose their spatial sensation of 
existing movies. In this paper, we propose a novel movie watching method in 
order to improve presence in existing media contents using virtual reality tech-
nology. We assumed when frames are presented with shooting angle based on 
audiences' looking position, their presence will be much higher. To represent 
the camera-shooting angle, we used a optical flow method. We proposed a 
movie watching viewing method based on the reconstructed camera shooting 
angle which is presented with a moving projector or a wall screen. We thought 
that our method made it possible to reconstruct lost spatial in movies. 

Keywords: Presence, Camera Work, Roaming Images, a Moving Projector, and 
Spatial Sensation. 

1   Introduction 

Recently, displays and projectors have been improved recently. It leads users to buy 
projectors for their personal use in their home, for example, making a home theater. In 
addition, the media of movies are increased such as DVD and Blue-ray. We can enjoy 
high resolution and high quality movies with both projectors or displays and digital 
medias.  

Displays and projectors are generally used to present images, and they come to  
enable users to feel presence. There are several ways to improve presence. Researches 
improved presence are followings; expression of immersion [1], image moseying for 
generating a large and high resolution images by integrating multiple images 
[2][3][4], and construction of 3D space from multiple images or movies[5][6].  
Researches that relate to reconstruct 3D geometry using an optical flow have been 
conducted for many years [7][8]. Study about 3D reconstruction calculated by optical 
flow from pre correction camera [9][10].  

In movie theatre, wide view screen and high resolution displays are introduced. 
With using a still projector that are used in general, shooting loses spatial sensation 
because presenting images cannot be moved. It leads to lose the spatial sensation that 
was taken at the movie shooting.  
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Fig. 1. Proposed Method using a Moving Projector 

In this paper, we propose a novel VR based movie-watching method of improving 
presence of existing media contents. Our proposal method makes it possible to recon-
struct lost spatial sensation in the movie. By presenting frames with shooting angle 
based on audiences' looking position, lost spatial sensation can be reconstructed and 
audiences can feel higher presence. We reconstruct camera work and present images 
by roaming images with a moving projector based on camera work calculated from 
movies (Fig.1). We also present movies not only current frames but also past frames 
using a wall type display. The frames are presented in a wide view display based on 
the spatial angle. 

2   Spatial Sensation and Camera Work in a Movie 

2.1   Spatial Sensation 

In this paper, spatial sensation is defined as extensity. That is to say, recognizing spa-
tial sensation means to grasp the position of objects or situation with high accuracy. 
We consider recognizing spatial sensation make us feel high presence. However, the 
existing methods of movie appreciate are difficult to express accurate space in movies 
because the position of presenting images are fixed. Thus, we reconstruct the space of 
movie for grasping the position of objects or situation in movie with accuracy.  

Our method helps to construct space in movie and to grasp spatial sensation intui-
tively. In a movie theatre, we can see a large wide view screen, which enable us to fell 
presence. However, we know presence consists of not only a large wide view but also 
a spatial sensation in a real world. We can feel directions of objects, position of ob-
jects, and relationship among them. We often remember the spatial relationship 
among objects. For example, there is a kiosk shop next to a station and there is a po-
lice station in front of the kiosk shop. We remember the position and the direction of 
such objects. We focused on this kind of sensation in order to improve presence. 
When we watch movies in a conventional movie watching methods, we have to  
reconstruct object positions in our mind. We have to remember the previous frames 
that present one object and have to grasp the camera work in order to know the  
relationship between the object and a new object. That is, we reconstruct our spatial 
sensation by ourselves. 

2.2   Camera Work 

Many movies with complex camera work are existed. However, according to "Gram-
mar of the film Language" written by D.Arijon, the movements of camera itself are 
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only panning (to rotate the camera angle with camera's position fixed), traveling (to 
move camera position) and zooming (to change focal distance of a lens) [11]. We 
consider the effective method of presenting images for every movement of camera. In 
this paper, we focus on panning and constructed the system applicable only for  
panning. 

3   System 

In our system, we calculated shooting camera angle from a movie to reconstruct spa-
tial sensation that was lost by shooting. To present images based on estimated camera 
work can comprehend intuitively space in a movie.  

Fig.2 shows a concept sketch of our system. Our system is composed of two parts; 
the process of calculating camera angle and the process of presenting images (Fig.3). 
In the process of calculating camera angle, we computed the camera angles when the 
movie was shot from a camera. In the process of presenting images, we projected 
movie frames at the position synchronized with calculated camera angles.  

 

 

           Fig. 2. Concept Image of Proposed Method            Fig. 3. System Overview  

3.1   Process of Calculating Camera Angle 

In this paper, spatial sensation is defined as extensity. That is to say, recognizing spa-
tial sensation means to grasp the position of objects or situation with high accuracy. 
We consider recognizing spatial sensation make us feel high presence. However, the 
existing methods of movie appreciate In order to apply also to existing movies, we 
computed camera angles not by sensors such as gyroscope and accelerometer, but by 
optical flow (calculated velocity field between successive.) Because current movies 
did not taken with such sensors. Using optical flow enables to calculate differential 
angle between two successive frames.  

We used OpenCV library that Intel Corporation have been developed and opened 
for image processing when we calculate optical flow between images.  Optical flow 
has several methods--gradient method, Block-Matching method and so on. We use 
iterative Lucas-Kanade method in pyramids [12]. Lucas-Kanade method is one of the 
local gradient methods that is said to be one of the best algorithm for this usage  
because of high processing speed and high level of confidence [13]. This method  
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Fig. 4. The relationship between a camera and an image  

can give us accurate movement of each feature point. We divide a movement into 
horizontal element and vertical element and respectively calculate differential angles 
by the angle of view of a camera and the size of a frame image. Fig 4 shows the rela-
tionship between a viewpoint and a frame.  

Coordinate x1, which represents the position of feature point of former frame and 
coordinate x2, which represents that of latter frame can be calculated by using optical 
flow.  Suppose that the angle of view of a camera (α) and the size of a frame image 
(а) are known. The differential angle (θ) is difference between θ1, which is the angle 
between coordinate x1 and the center of the image, and θ2, which is the angle between 
coordinate x2 and the center of the image.  

 
(1) 

 

(2) 

l, which is the length from the center of the image to the camera is calculated by (2). 

 

(3) 

 
θ1 is calculated by (3). θ2 can also be calculated by the same process. θ is difference of 
θ1 andθ2.  

However, when we calculate camera angles only by a movie, we cannot know the 
angle of view of a movie. So, we calculate virtual camera angles using parameters of 
the projector. We use the angle of projection (α) and the size of projection (а) and 
calculate camera angles.  

In our method, optical flow is calculated after extracting many feature points. 
There are several optical flows, so we average them as the difference angle between 
two frames. We calculate the difference angles between every two frames.  
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Fig. 5. Optical flows in the upper part of frames 

However, when we don't account for moving objects, we can't calculate accurately 
the different angles because the optical flows of moving objects may be noises. There-
fore, we focus only on stopped objects and calculate optical flows only from them.  

For example, a movie scene sometimes does not have moving objects in the upper 
half of the frames. We should use the upper half of the frames for calculating the opti-
cal flow. We use equation (1)-(3) for calculating camera’s relative moving angle. Fig 
5 shows the picture of calculating the optical flow of the upper half of the frames.   

3.2   Process of Presenting Images 

In the process of presenting images, we used a moving projector "Active Vision" pro-
duced by TOSHIBA LIGHTING & TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION. The moving 
projector can change the direction of projection either horizontally or vertically. We 
reconstructed the shooting camera angles by directing the moving projector to the 
angle calculated by the process of calculating camera angle. The moving projector can 
move at most 80 degrees/sec. The size of presenting images depends on the size and 
the aspect ratio of the projector. 

We need to revise the projecting images because the angle between the plane of 
projection and the line of projection is changed by moving the projector. We project 
the images revised by changing the shape of images, not by changing the parameter of 
the projector. Fig.1 shows the appearance of projecting images. 

3.3   Process of Presenting Images with Frame Logs 

In the process of presenting images, we also used a wall type screen. When we used a 
moving projector, we could know the spatiality because we could know the exactly 
presented angle. It was easy for us to grasp relationships among objects such as a 
buildings and road. However, a moving projector has a limitation. It can present im-
ages on a restricted area. We could not see the previous frames. We should remember 
the frames when presented images are moving. Thus we propose a new combine 
method in order to present both spatiality and frame histories. We used a wall type 
screen (9m wide x 2.7m height). The past frames are left on the wall screen. Thus 
audiences can easy to grasp the spatiality when a movie moves a lot.  

3.4   Implementation Results 

We applied our method to various movies. Fig. 6 shows the result of an applied 
movie. Our method helps to construct space in movie and to grasp spatial sensation 
intuitively. 
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Fig. 6. (left) The result of Roman Holiday[14] (right) Appearance of presenting images using 
moving projector 

4    Evaluations 

4.1    Evaluation of the Process of Calculation Camera Angle 

We applied In order to meet our proposal purpose; we should calculate the camera-
shooting angle precisely. In this section, we evaluated the process of calculating  
camera angle using the optical flow methods. The way of evaluation is by comparison 
between the result of calculation and the real movement angle. We calculated the 
camera angle when we took a movie with a panning. We compared the moving angle 
between observed and calculated angles.  

We examined about seven movies that are different of movement angle at three dif-
ferent places. Table.1 shows the result of this examination. The ratio of the difference 
of the movement angle calculated by the theory and our system to theoretical move-
ment angle is 7.5% on an average. This is sufficient accuracy to our study and this 
result implied that the process of calculating camera angle by optical flow revealed 
the effectiveness. 

Table 1. Comparison between the translated angle calculated from theoretical and this system 
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4.2   Experiment of Grasping the Objects’ Position by Reconstruction Shooting 
Camera Angle 

We as a pilot experiment, we examined on six subjects whether presenting images by 
a moving projector enables users to grasp accurately the position of objects in a movie 
by comparing two projection methods--projecting position is fixed and move to  
reconstruct the shooting camera angles. 

Method of Experiment. First, we shoot three objects in a room by rotating camera 
horizontally. Second, subjects observe in two methods--projecting position is fixed 
and move to reconstruct the shooting camera angles calculated by optical flows. 
Third, the subjects draw the position of three objects in the movie and answer several 
questions. The subjects observe two movies--first, by the method of the fixed position 
of presenting images (non-moving) and second, by the method of the roaming images 
(moving). We categorized six subjects into two groups (group I, II) and change the 
order of presenting two movies (movie A, B), where the position of the three objects 
are different. Fig.7 shows the appearance of this experiment.  

Result and examination. Fig.7 shows the difference of actual positions of the objects 
and written positions by a subject.  

Table 2 shows the group I subjects experimental results, which is the angle  
between the position of objects in the real world and the written position of the ob-
jects by the subject. Table 3 shows the group II subjects experimental results for the 
sample. Fig 8 shows the graph of the same result of Table 2 and Table 3. Fig.8 shows  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig. 7. The relationship between a camera and an image 
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Table 2. The angles of actual positions 
and written positions by group II 

Table 3. The angles of actual positions 
and written positions by group II 
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Fig. 8. The angles of actual positions and written positions by all subjects each case of non-
moving and moving 

Table 4. Answer of the question “Which task is easy for you to grasp the object position” 
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answergroupanswergroup
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the angles of actual positions of objects and written positions by subjects (both group 
I and II) in each case of non-moving and moving. Many subjects can grasp more  
accurately the position of the objects in the case of moving than in the case of non-
moving since the more the difference angle between actual and written objects close 
to 0 degree, the more the subjects grasp the positions of the objects.  

We conducted questionnaires for subjects. Table 4 shows the result of the question; 
“Which task is easy for you to grasp the object position?” A result of questions sug-
gests that the method of reconstructing the shooting camera angles got high valuation 
from most subjects. This means that subjects can grasp the positions of objects easily. 
We can suggest that roaming images is effective to improve presence and grasp the 
space precisely in the movie. 

We shoot three objects in a room by rotating camera horizontally. Second, subjects 
observe in two methods--projecting position is fixed. 

4.3   Experiment with Existing Movies 

We compared two method applied for the existing movie. We employed six subjects 
and conducted the experiment that can compare subjects’ feelings under two condi-
tions; present images at a fixed position and presenting images based on the recon-
structed camera work. Subjects were asked to answer several questions. The positions 
of the screen, the moving projector, and subjects were the same as the previous pilot 
experiment. We categorized six subjects into two groups (group I, II), used two  
different movies (movie A, B), and changed the order of presenting method as well as 
the pilot experiment. In group I, subjects observed the both movies with the method 
of the fixed position first and then observed the movies with our proposal method.  
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In group II subjects observed the both movies with our method first and then observed 
the movies with the method of the fixed position. We presented the movie a first in 
both methods. Subjects were asked to answer the questions after observing each 
movie four times.  

We prepared five questions and subjects replied them by choosing five answers; 
strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, and strongly agree. 

• Could you grasp what occurred in the movie? 
• Could you grasp the space in the movie? 
• Did you feel the space is wide? 
• Did you feel you observed in the space? 
• Were you interested? 

Moreover, subjects asked to answer the most impression point.  
In each movies, five subjects thought it was possible to grasp the spaces in the 

movies using our method, thus it suggested that our method was effective to recon-
struct the lost spatial sensation. In addition, five subjects in the case of movie A and 
four subjects in the case of movie B felt that they were there in our method. In each 
movie, one subject who answered "disagree" answered the same score or higher score 
in our method than the other method. Therefore, it was suggested that our method 
could improve presence.  

In group I (with the method of the fixed position of presenting images first), the 
impressed objects in the movies were same in the case of our method and in the case 
of the method of the fixed position of presenting images, but in group II (with our 
method first), the impressed objects in the movies were different by two methods. 
Additionally, most subjects of group I were impressed by concrete objects in the 
movie, but most subjects of group II replied sensational answers. These results  
implied that subjects felt differently between the method of the fixed position of  
presenting images and the method of the moved position of presenting images. 

5   Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed the novel presentation method of improving presence for 
existing media contents such as movies. The method includes a reconstruction of the 
lost spatial sensation in movies and presentation of images at the right direction which 
angles are calculated by optical flow. This method enables us to improve our sense of 
spatiality and presence. A pilot experiment indicated that present images based on the 
reconstructing camera work makes us more accurately grasp the space that are ex-
pressed in the movie than presenting images at a fixed position. In addition, an appli-
cation for existing movies revealed that our method was effective in reconstructing 
the lost spatial sensation in movies and improving presence.  
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